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Priscilla Romans: Protecting Patients from Corrupt White
Coats
The corruption running though the
healthcare system is so deep that financial
incentives more often than not outweigh
medical ethics. As a result, patients might
not get the adequate treatment and end up
worse than they were before they got to the
hospital — and even dead. 

In this interview with The New American,
Priscilla Romans, the founder and CEO of
Graith Care LLC, details many shortcomings
of the medical industrial complex and the
ways it harms people. One of the examples is
hospitals receiving compensations for
sticking to pre-set protocols prescribed by
the government or the insurance companies.
That is especially on display during the
pandemic, when hospitals refuse to treat
Covid patients with repurposed drugs such
as ivermectin while forcing them to take
highly toxic remdesivir and put them on
ventilators instead.  

Even before the pandemic began, Romans said, she had been observing the decline of compassionate
medical care. She started her company to help patients navigate the medical system, help them
understand their rights and treatment options, and offer holistic approaches to health and wellbeing –
even if they are short on funds and uninsured. 

To learn more about Graith Care, please click here. 

To donate, please click here. 

https://graithcare.com/
https://www.betterunite.com/graithfulgiving-alwayson
https://thenewamerican.com/author/veronika-kyrylenko/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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